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58 

ON THE NAME OF AN UNGUENT USED FOR 
CEREMONIAL PURPOSES 

BY AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN, D.LITT. 

THE word ^= in such combinations as ==~- 3 ntt nt s, var. 
ac:' r a t5 IaI ' a- ' l" 

htt s "htt of cedarl," ) 
5 htt nt Thnw, var. - ) 

° h?tt Thnw "h?tt of 

Libya," is frequently rendered "oil" by scholars2. Professor Erinan gives "01 (erster 

Qualitat) 
" as the meaning of -=- , and his example is followed by Dr A. H. Gardiner, 

who translates h.'tt nt Cs and .htt ?t Thnw by " best-quality oil of cedar," "best-quality oil 

of Libya4." These two authorities evidently regard h?tt as a nisbe-form of ~ hit in its 

sense of " fore-part," " front," with the meaning " what is in front" in respect of quality. 
But so far as I can discover, .ht and its compounds and derivatives convey, almost 

without exception, a sense of what is first or foremost in respect of place and time and not 

of quality. Thus ~ itself means "forepart" of a person, animal, or object, e.g. the 

"bow" of a boat, and also "forehead," "beginning," "first-fruits5." t hUy, masc. 

nisbe-form, means " breast," "heart," @ 2~ hUtt, fern. nisbe-form, " bow-rope" of a boat, 

A / htwty (New Egyptian adj.), "first," "leading6." H?ty, htt, mase. and fern. nisbe- 

forms compounded with ¢ " position," " place," mean " chieftain," "chieftainess," lit. " he, 

she, who is in front in respect of position." o ==" r .h ?t,X'" , m h?t, hr h?t, se 
·I\ - · I 

are used prepositionally in the sense of "in front of," and hr h.t adverbially with the 
meaning " formerly." 

The only exceptions to the rule, as far as I know, are to be found in the use of ]hwty 
in Piankhi Stele, line 114, where it certainly seems to bear the meaning "choicest," and 

again in lines 109, 110, where it is written \\ _, and where the meaning also 

seems to be " choicest," " best." 

1 See GARDINER, Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, vol. v, p. 180, footnote 2. 
2 E.g. NEWBERRY, Ancient Egypt, 1915, p. 97 foll.; MURRAY, Saqqara ffastabas, pp. 32, 36. 
3 Aegyptisches Glossar, p. 80. 4 DAVIES-GARDINER, Tomb of Amenemhet, p. 65. 
5 See WOOLLEY-MACIVER, Buhen, p. 71 foll. 

6 E.g. t? iht h?wty ( 
_ 

) "the first (or 'leading') cow," Pap. D'Orbiney, v, 8. 
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There are many representations on the walls of Egyptian temples of the king anointing 
a divinity. We see him, as in the adjoining cut, 
applying his little finger, which he has dipped in 
the ointment, to the divinity's forehead. / / 

A similar custom still exists in Lower Nubia. 
During a circumcision-celebration, which I attended 
at Derr in the winter of 1909, an old woman, after 
fumigating the guests with incense, anointed them 
with perfumed grease, smearing their foreheads with 
it just above where the hair begins to grow. / 

We have already seen that one of the meanings 

of Uht is "forehead." May not = ' hltt be a \ 
fem. nisbe-form of h't in that sense and mean / 
"what belongs to the forehead," i.e. "unguent for \ 
the forehead," just as htt "bow-rope" is the femrn. / 
nisbe-form of hit in the sense of " bow" of a ship, 
and h?tt in the compound HIUtt-C is the fem. nisbe- 
form of h.t in the sense of" front" ? // 

This interpretation of ~7 is supported by / 

] 

the four following passages from the Pyramid Texts. The king anointing the forehead of Min- 
Amun (after LEPSIUS, Denkm?nler, Part iii, 

(1) "Hail .h?tt (= )," said the mortuary officiant Pl. 189, h). 

as he offered unguent to the dead king, " hail thou that art on the brow (Imyt-h?t) of Horus, 

that Horus placed ont the crown of the head (wpt) of his father Osiris ( L j j j -). 
I place thee on the crown of the head of my father ATA., even as Horus placed thee on the 
crown of the head of his father Osiris2." (2) The formula pronounced at the offering to the 
deceased king of htt of cedar began with " Unguent (mnlrht), unguent, thou art that which is 
on the brow (h?t) of Horus. Thou it is that art on the brow of Horus, who puts thee on the 
brow of this NN3." (3) As he offered h?tt of Libya the officiant recited: " 0 Osiris NN., I 
bring thee the Eye of Horus which he (Horus) hath taken unto thy brow4." (4) Lastly in 
Utterance 301 we find: " I put it (the unguent) for thee on thy brow (h?t) in this its name 

Seeing that hlt means " brow " and that 1.?tt is placed on it, we can hardly be wrong 
in supposing that hlgtt is a fen. nisbe-form of ht in this sense and means, as already 
suggested, "what belongs to the brow," i.e. unguent for the brow. If this suggestion is 
correct, then the unguents whose names are compounds of hItt6 must have been primarily 
intended for smearing on the forehead, or rather, perhaps, on the hair just above it. 

1 MARIETTE, Abydos, p. 41; LEPSIUS, Denkmneler, Part III, PI. 185 d, 189 h; BLACKMAN, The Temple 
of Derr, P1. XXVII. 

2 P?yr., § 742. 3 Pyr., § 52 a, b. 4 Pyr., § 54. 5 Pyr., § 453 a. 
6 For conmpounds of .htt other than h.tt-'s and /htt-Thnw see MURRAY, Saqqara Mastabas, p. 33, 

items 25-27, p. 35, items 1-3 ; PETRIE, :fedurn, Pls. XIII, XV. 

8-2 
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60 AYLWARD M. BLACKMAN 

Since, however, hhtt is said to be placed not only on the forehead (.ht) but also, 
according to passage no. 1, on the " crown of the head " 

(wpt), it might be urged that my 
explanation of the word cannot be maintained and that " best-quality oil " is after all the 
correct rendering. 

But the fact is that in passage no. 1 wpt is to be regarded as synonymous with Mht, as 

it is in the following passage: Q 1 O A 7J -H 
IJ I vI 

" The Eye of RC, the snake on the head of her father, on whose forehead (h?t) she takes her 
place (as) Wps on the crown of his head (wpt).'" Here wpt must include the brow, or fore- 
head, as well as the crown of the head, for the uraeus is always depicted as resting not on 
the top of the head but on the brow. Reciprocally in the following passage in Ch. 19 of the 
Book of the Dead, .hit seems to mean not only "brow," "forehead," but also the whole of 
the upper part of the head, the brow and the crown, as opposed to the occiput: " Thy father 
Atum, king of gods, binds for thee this thy wreath of justification on this thy brow (h?t)2." 

1 See SETHE, Zur Sage vom Sonnenauge, p. 14. 
2 GRAPOW, Urkcunden des aegyptischen Altertums, vol. v (Religiose Urkunden), p. 138. Grapow, in his 

translation, renders h?t by "Kopf," "head." 
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